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Rules? What rules?

Plucky beat reporter Holly Colshannon has a flair for the dramatic, a nose for trouble, and the remarkable
ability to smile through any indignity—though her latest assignment is about to test her mettle. Newly
“promoted” to crime reporter for the Bristol Gazette, she must shadow the unsmiling (though undeniably
delicious) Detective James Sabine through his action-packed days, and then capture all the danger and thrills
of a cop’s life in a daily column for the rag.

Well, on the bright side, she gets her own byline. On the down side, delectable James is hardly overjoyed to
have her around. But soon her columns are a hit with readers who can’t get enough of her personal
adventures riding shotgun with the sexy crime stopper.

Who ever expected law and order to be so romantic? Certainly Holly’s rugby-playing boyfriend and James’s
super-gorgeous fiancée are enough to keep any sparks of electricity in check? In the end, though, love always
evens the score. . . .
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From reader reviews:

Sheilah Harvey:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students since they are still students or the idea for all people in
the world, exactly what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that problem above. Every
person has several personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they
don't desire do that. You must know how great as well as important the book Playing James. All type of book
is it possible to see on many resources. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Eric Freeman:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive today, people
have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place
and notice through surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated that for a
while is reading. Yes, by reading a guide your ability to survive improve then having chance to stand than
other is high. To suit your needs who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this specific
Playing James book as nice and daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Kristen Hancock:

Playing James can be one of your nice books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but nevertheless delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort that will put
every word into joy arrangement in writing Playing James but doesn't forget the main level, giving the reader
the hottest in addition to based confirm resource data that maybe you can be among it. This great information
could drawn you into brand new stage of crucial contemplating.

Richard Osteen:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our understanding for everything. By a guide we can know
everything we wish. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or blank sheet. Every year ended up being
exactly added. This guide Playing James was filled in relation to science. Spend your extra time to add your
knowledge about your scientific disciplines competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading
some sort of book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can really feel enjoy to read a reserve. In
the modern era like today, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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